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Consider a closed surface 7 obtained by pasting two surfaces 71 and 72 along
some of their boundary components. A formula is derived expressing quantum
YangMills functional integrals for 7 in terms of the corresponding integrals for the
surfaces 7i . Using this, a formula is derived which expresses the symplectic volume
measure on the moduli space of flat SU(2) connections over a closed Riemann sur-
face 7 in terms of the corresponding volume measures for the surfaces 71 and 72 ,
when the latter have one boundary component each.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present a disintegration formula for the
quantum YangMills measure for a compact surface 7 in terms of the
corresponding measures for two surfaces into which 7 may be decomposed.
As a consequence, an analogous disintegration formula for symplectic
volume measures on moduli spaces of flat connections over these surfaces
is also obtained. This disintegration of the YangMills measure is given in
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.1; the disintegration formulas for symplectic volumes
are given in Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5.
The exposition in this paper is largely self-contained; however, we have
used some results from other works. We work with discrete YangMills
theory (lattice gauge theory) which is explained in Section 2. In Section 2.9
we explain the connection with the continuum theory. In Section 3 we
present the disintegration formulas (Eqs. (3.1.2) and (3.2.2)) for the Yang
Mills measure, and in Section 4 we obtain the disintegration formula for
symplectic volumes on moduli spaces of flat connections.
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2. THE YANGMILLS MEASURE:
DISCRETE AND CONTINUUM
In this section we describe the discrete YangMills measure, state some
basic facts about it, and conclude with some comments explaining its
relationship to the continuum 2-dimensional gauge theory. The notation
introduced in this section will be used in the rest of this paper.
2.1. The Surfaces 7 and 7i , Triangulations T, Ti . We shall work with
a compact connected 2-dimensional manifold 7; in Section 4 it will be
assumed to be oriented. We will view 7 as being obtained by pasting
together two surfaces 71 and 72 along their boundary; each 7i is a
compact 2-manifold with connected non-empty boundary. In Section 4,
each 7i will be assumed to have genus 1. When necessary, as a matter
of convention, 71 and 72 will be equipped with orientations opposite to
each other (if 7 is oriented then this is consistent with usual conventions).
T will denote a triangulation of 7 such that 7i is triangulated by
certain 1-simplices of T. Thus the part of T on 7i provides a triangulation
of 7i which we shall denote by Ti .
A fixed basepoint o # 7i , which is a vertex of the triangulation T, will
be used. When we write 7i we will often mean the 1-cycle in Ti starting
at o and going around the topological boundary 7i with the arbitrary but
fixed orientation mentioned before.
In Section 2.8, we shall consider a more general setting, where each 7i
may have more than one boundary component.
2.2. The Group G, Lie Algebra g

and Heat Kernel Qt . Throughout this
paper we shall use a compact connected Lie group G, whose Lie algebra
g

is equipped with a fixed Ad-invariant metric ( } , } ) g

. Integration over G
will always be carried out using the unit-mass Haar measure.
We shall also use the heat kernel Qt( } ) on G. The following is a summary
of properties of Qt which will be needed: (i) Qt(x), defined for t>0 and
x # G, is continuous in x and positive; (ii) Qt(x&1)=Qt(x), (iii) Qt(xyx&1)
= Qt( y ), (iv) G Qt(xy) Qs( y&1z) dy = Qt+s(xz), (v) G Qt(x) dx = 1,
(vi) limt  0 G f (x) Qt(x) dx=f (e), with dx being the unit-mass Haar
measure, e the identity element in G, and f any continuous function. In fact,
Qt(x) is the solution of the equation (Qt(x)t)= 122GQt(x), where 2G is
the Laplacian corresponding to ( } , } ) g

, which satisfies the condition (vi).
The results of Section 4 will rely on the expansion of Qt in terms of charac-
ters of the group G. This will be stated where used.
2.3. The Connection Spaces AT , ATi (c). The set AT consists of all
assignments e [ xe # G where e runs over the oriented 1-simplices of T,
such that xe =x&1e , e being the orientation-reverse of e. An element of AT
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will be called a connection over T or a G-valued 1-cochain over T (or a
lattice gauge field over T ). Clearly, AT is identifiable with GE(T ) where
E(T) is the set of (unoriented) 1-simplices of T, and is thus, in particular,
a smooth manifold.
If x is a G-valued 1-cochain over a triangulation and K is a path given
by a sequence ek } } } e1 (i.e., e1 followed by e2 , e2 followed by e3 , ..., ek&1
followed by ek), with each ei being an oriented 1-simplex of the triangula-
tion, then x(K ) will mean x(ek) } } } x(e1 ):
x(K ) =def x(ek) } } } x(e1 ), if K=ek } } } e1 (2.3.1)
For fixed c # G, the subset of ATi consisting of those x for which
x(7i)=c will be denoted ATi (c) or A
c
Ti
; here the basepoint o is used as
the basepoint for the loop 7i .
2.4. The Groups GT , GTi , G
o
T and the Quotients MT and MTi (c). A
G-valued 0-cochain over T is simply a mapping from the set V(T) of
0-simplices of T to G. The set of all 0-cochains constitutes the group
GV(T), which we shall denote by GT . This group acts on AT as follows: if
, # GT and x # AT then , } x # AT will be specified by
(, } x)(b)=,f (b) x(b) ,&1i (b) , (2.4.1)
where f (b) and i (b) are, respectively, the final and initial point of the
oriented 1-simplex b. This is a smooth group action, and the quotient will
be denoted MT . The subgroup of GT consisting of all , for which ,(o)=e
(o is the chosen basepoint) will be denoted G0T .
The spaces GTi , G
o
Ti
are defined analogously.
2.5. The Discrete YangMills Measures &T and &cT . First we fix an
assignment of a positive number |2| to each 2-simplex 2 of a triangulation
T ; in case 7 is a Riemannian manifold, |2| is taken as the area of 7. We
shall define a finite measure &T on AT and a finite measure &cT on ATi (c),
for any real T>0 and c # G.
The measure &T is specified by the integration formula, valid for all
continuous f on AT ,
|
AT
f d&T=|
AT
f (x) ‘
2
QT |2| (x(2)) dx, (2.5.1a)
where the product is over all 2-simplices 2 in T (each taken once only
with an arbitrary orientation), and dx is the unit-mass Haar measure on
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AT . In more detail, if e1 , e 1 , ..., eN , e N are all the oriented 1-simplices of T
and 21 , 2 1 , ..., 2M , 2 M all the oriented 2-simplices of T then
|
AT
f d&T=|
GN
f (x) ‘
M
i=1
QT |2i | (x(2i )) dxe1 } } } dxeN , (2.5.1b)
where each dxei is the unit-mass Haar measure on G ; the x in the integrand
on the right is the element of AT specified in the obvious way by the xej .
The RieszMarkov theorem guarantees that there is a unique regular Borel
measure &T on AT such that (2.5.1b) holds for all continuous functions f
on AT . The choice of the orientation for 2i on the right side of (2.5.1b)
does not affect the value of the integrand because Qt( y )=Qt( y&1), as
mentioned in Section 2.2; the choice of an initial point on 2i on the right
side of (2.5.1b) also does not affect the value of the integrand because of
the conjugation-invariance property of Qt .
Now consider the triangulation Ti of the surface-with-boundary 7i (for
i=1, 2). Let b1 , b 1 , ..., bNi , b Ni be the oriented 1-simplices of Ti , and
21 , 2 1 , ..., 2Mi , 2 Mi the oriented 2-simplices of Ti . Consider any c # G. The
measure &cT on ATi (c) is specified by the integration formula, valid for
every continuous function f on ATi (c),
|
ATi
(c)
f d&cT=|
G Ni
f (x) ‘
Mi
j=1
QT |2j | (x(2j ))
_$(x(7i ) c&1) dxb1 } } } dxbNi (2.5.2)
wherein the significance of the term $( } ) is that a variable xbj , correspond-
ing to any 1-simplex bj on 7i , should be dropped from the integration, its
value in the integrand being replaced by the one which makes x(7i ) equal
to c. It may be verified, by using change of variables and invariance of
Haar measure on G under translations and inversion, that the choice of bj
does not affect the value of the right side in (2.5.2). Strictly speaking, &cT
should also be indexed with i, but we shall use the simpler notation,
allowing the context to resolve any ambiguity.
We shall refer to the measures &T and &cT , or the corresponding
normalized measures &T (AT )&1 &T and &cT (ATi (c))
&1 &cT , as the discrete
YangMills measures over T and over Ti , respectively.
The number &T(AT) may be called the partition function for the discrete
YangMills theory over the surface 7.
&cT as a Measure on ATi . For notational convenience we will sometimes
take &cT to be a measure on all of ATi , adopting the convention that
&cT (ATi "ATi (c))=0 (2.5.3)
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2.6. Proposition. If f is a continuous function on AT and , # GT , let f ,
be the function on AT specified by f ,(x)=f (, } x); then
|
AT
f , d&T=|
AT
f d&T (2.6.1)
Similarly, for any c # G, and every continuous function h on ATi (c) and
every , # G oTi ,
|
ATi
(c)
h, d&cT=|
ATi
(c)
h d&cT . (2.6.2)
Proof. If K is a loop made up of 1-simplices then, for any G-valued
1-cochain x over K and G-valued 0-cochain , over the vertices of K, it is
readily verified that (, } x)(K)=,(u) x(K) ,(u)&1 where u is the basepoint
(=initial point=final point) of the loop K. Using this in the integration
formulas (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), along with the conjugation-invariance property
of Qt , one obtains (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). K
2.7. Subdivision-Invariance and the Partition Function &T (AT). Let T$
be a sub-division of T. Then there is a natural map AT$  AT : x$ [ x (if
an oriented 1-simplex e of T is of the form bk } } } b1 , where each bi is an
oriented 1-simplex of T$, then x(e)=x$(bk) } } } x$(b1)). Suppose now that
the ‘areas’ |2| and |2$| are assigned consistently: i.e. if the 2-simplex 2 of
T is subdivided into 2-simplices 2$ of T$ then |2| is the sum of the |2$|.
As a consequence of the convolution property of Qt it follows then that
the measure &T of T$ is pushed forward, by the map x$ [ x, to
the measure &T for T.
(Detailed proofs for subdivision-invariance may be obtained from, for
instance, the Appendix of [Se1].) This suggests that &T is really a characteristic
of the surface rather than of any triangulation of the surface. Similar
remarks hold for &cT . The discussion in Section 2.8 below will lend further
foundation to this view.
If 7 is oriented, has no boundary, and has genus g1, then 7 can be
obtained from a planar 2g-sided polygonal region by pasting alternate
edges of the polygon, taken with opposite orientations, together. The edges
then correspond on the surface to loops A1 , B1 , ..., Ag , Bg , all based at
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some point o, which generate the fundamental group ?1(7, o) subject to the
relation that the loop B gA g Bg Ag } } } B 1A 1B1A1 is homotopic to the
constant loop at o. Choosing an interior point in the polygonal planar
domain and drawing edges from this point to the vertices of the polygon
and to the midpoints of the original edges gives a triangulation of the
planar domain which projects to a triangulation T of 7. In terms of
this triangulation, the value &T (AT )=AT 1 d&T (often called ‘‘partition
function’’ for discrete YangMills) can be computed by ‘‘cancelling’’ the
contributions in the integration from the ‘‘inner’’ edges; one then obtains
&T (AT )=|
G 2g
QT |7 | (b&1g a
&1
g bgag } } } b
&1
1 a
&1
1 b1a1) da1 db1 } } } dbg dag
(2.7.1a)
where |7 | is the total area of 7, i.e. the sum of the areas assigned to the
2-simplices of T.
From our previous remarks, the value &T (AT ) is invariant under sub-
divisions of the triangulation, provided the total area |7 | is the same. Now,
by the Hauptvermutung for 2-complexes (Theorem 4.6 in [Br]), any two
triangulations of 7 have isomorphic subdivisions. Given two different
triangulations, we can take isomorphic subdivisions, ‘‘cancel’’ the contri-
butions coming from ‘‘inner’’ edges, and arrive at a formula of the form
(2.7.1a): Therefore the value of &T (AT) is the same for all triangulations T
of 7, as long as the total area |7 | is taken to be the same. Detailed proofs
are given in the Appendix of [Se1] and in Section 7 of [Se2].
In the same way,
&cT (ATi )=|
G2g i
QT |7 | (cb&1gi a
&1
gi
bgi agi } } } b
&1
1 a
&1
1 b1a1)
_da1 db1 } } } dbgi dagi , (2.7.1b)
wherein gi1 is the genus of 7i , and 7i is assumed to be orientable and
with one boundary component. Recall from (2.5.3) that &cT (ATi ) equals
&cT (ATi (c)).
Now let G=SU(2). The heat kernel Qt on SU(2) can be expressed as
Qt(x)= :

n=1
e&Cnt2n/n(x) (2.7.2a)
where Cn=(n2&1)}2 (wherein }, specifying the metric ( } , } ) g

, is the
length of the vector ( i0
0
&i) # g

), and /n is the character of the n-dimensional
irreducible representation of SU(2), given explicitly by
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/n(x)={
sin n%x
sin %x
if x{I
(2.7.2b)
n if x=I
with %x # [0, ?] specified by cos %x= 12 Tr x.
Using (2.7.2a, b), the value of &cT (ATi (c)) can be determined ([Wi] and
Remark 6.5 of [Se2]):
&cT (ATi (c))= :

n=1
/n(c)
n2gi&1
e&T |7i | Cn2. (2.7.3a)
In particular,
&cT (ATi (c)) :

n=1
1
n2gi&2
. (2.7.3b)
This bound is independent of T and finite if gi2, a fact which we shall
use in Theorem 4.4.
Finally, we borrow the following technical result from [Se3]; it will be
used to settle the genus 1 case in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
2.7.1. Lemma. Let G=SU(2). Suppose that the surface 7i is oriented,
has one connected boundary component, and has genus 1. Then
|
G
[ sup
0<T1
&cT (ATi (c))]
2 dc<, (2.7.3c)
where the integration is with to Haar measure on SU(2).
Proof. Setting gi=1 in the expression for &cT (ATi (c)) in (2.7.3a), we
have:
&cT (ATi (c))= :

n=1
/n(c)
n
e&T |7i | Cn2, (2.7.4)
where Cn=(n2&1)}2, as mentioned after (2.7.2a).
Let
s=
T |7i |
?}2
. (2.7.5)
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We shall work with c{I. Recall from the statement following (2.7.2b) that
%c is defined to be the element of [0, ?] which satisfies
cos %c= 12 Tr c.
Since here c{I, we have %c{0.
From the expression for &cT (ATi ) in (2.7.4) and the expression for the
character /n given in (2.7.2b), we have
&cT (ATi (c))= :

n=1
e&Cn t2
/n(%c)
n
=
e?s2
sin %c
:

n=1
e&n 2?s2
sin n%c
n
=
e?s2
sin %c
:

n=1
e&n 2?s2 |
%c
0
cos(nu) du. (2.7.6)
As in [Wi], we use the theta function identity (a long and completely
elementary argument, not involving this identity, can be given):
:

n=1
e&n2?s2 cos(nu)=&
1
2
+
1
- 2s
:
m # Z
e&(u&2m?)2 (2?s). (2.7.7)
Thus we can evaluate (using, for instance, uniform convergence for the
first equality)
&cT (ATi (c))=
e?s2
sin %c |
%c
0
du :

n=1
e&n 2?s2 cos(nu)
=
e?s2
sin %c |
%c
0
du {&12+
1
- 2s
:
m # Z
e&(u&2m?) 2 (2?s)=
=
e?s2
sin %c {&
%c
2
+
1
- 2s
:
m # Z
|
%c
0
e&(u&2m?) 2 (2?s) du= . (2.7.8a)
Since %c # (0, ?), the sum n # Z [ } ] is bounded by 

& e
&y2 (2?s) dy.
Therefore,
&cT (ATi (c))
e?s2
sin %c
?. (2.7.8b)
Using a standard integration formula given below in (4.5.4), we have
|
G
(sin %c)&2 dc=
2
? |
?
0
(sin %)&2 sin2 % d%=2<. (2.7.9)
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Combining (2.7.9a, b), along with the value of s in terms of T given in
(2.7.5), we conclude that
|
G _ sup0<T1 &cT (ATi (c))&
2
dc<, (2.7.10)
thus proving the desired result (2.7.3c) (the integrand in (2.7.10) is measurable
because, by (2.7.1b), &cT (ATi (c)) is continuous in (c, T )). K
2.7.2. Remark. From (2.7.8a) it can be shown by dominated convergence
that
lim
T a 0
&cT (ATi (c))=
1
sin %c {&
%c
2
+? :
m # Z
lim
s a 0
1
- 2? |
(%c&2m?)- ?s
&2m?- ?s
e&v 2 2 dv= .
(2.7.11)
Since %c # (0, ?), all the limiting terms in the sum are 0 except the m=0
term which contributes 12. Thus,
lim
T a 0
&cT (ATi (c))=
1
sin %c {&
%c
2
+
?
2= . (2.7.12)
2.8. Discrete YangMills Measures for Simplicial Complexes. Let S be
a finite simplicial complex, and associate to each 2-simplex 2 of S a
positive number |2|. By AT we will mean, as before, the set of all maps
e [ xe # G. with e running over oriented 1-simplices of S, such that
x(e )=x(e)&1 for every oriented 1-simplex e of S. Let C1 , ..., Cn be
loops in S based at points (0-simplices) o1 , ..., on , respectively, and let
(c1 , ..., cn) # Gn. We will assume that each loop Ci is a simple loop, and
that, for i{j, Ci & Cj=< (these conditions may be relaxed somewhat).
We denote by AT (c1 , ..., cn) the subset of AT consisting of those x for
which x(C1)=c1, ..., x(Cn)=cn . We also have the group GT of all maps of
vertices of S into G, and the subgroup GT(o1, ..., on) consisting of those
which take the value e (identity in G ) at the points oi . For T>0, the
measure &T is defined by the same formula as in (2.5.1a, b); the measure
&(c1 , ..., cn )T on AT (c1 , ..., cn) is specified by means of the integration formula
|
AT (c1 , ..., cn )
f d& (c1 , ..., cn )T =|
G N
f (x) ‘
M
j=1
QT |2j | (x(2j ))
_ ‘
n
i=1
$(x(Ci ) c&1i ) dxe1 } } } dxeN , (2.8.1)
where e1 , e 1 , ..., eN , e N are the oriented 1-simplices of S, and 21 , 2 1 , ...,
2M , 2 M the oriented 2-simplices of S. The conditions imposed on the
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loops Ci guarantee that the interpretation of the $( } ) terms does not
depend on any special choices of bonds on the Ci . Just as in Proposition
2.6, the measure & (c1 , ..., cn )T is invariant under the action of GT (o1 , ..., on) on
AT (c1 , ..., cn), and induces a ‘‘quotient measure’’ on the moduli space
Mo(c1 , ..., cn) =
def
AT (c1 , ..., cn)GT (o1 , ..., on). The measure &T itself is
invariant under the full group GT and pushes down to a measure & T on
M=AT GT . The discrete YangMills measures &T and & (c1 , ..., cn )T are
invariant under subdivisions of the complex S.
2.9. Relationship with Continuum Gauge Theory. The contents of this
section provide the background in which the discrete YangMills measures
arose; this discussion is not used elsewhere in this paper.
Let ?: P  7 be a principal G-bundle over a two-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold 7. Let A be the set of all smooth connections on P, and G
be the group of all smooth automorphisms ,: P  P with ? b ,=?.
At a heuristic level, there is a probability measure +T (with T>0 being
a positive parameter) on the infinite-dimensional quotient space AG
specified by the formal expression
|
AG
f ([|]) d+T ([|])=
1
NT |A f (|) e
&(12T ) SYM(|) D| (2.9.1)
where f is ‘‘any’’ G-invariant function on A, [|]=G } | is the projection
of | # A to AG, D| is infinite-dimensional ‘‘Lebesgue measure’’ on A,
SYM is the YangMills action, and NT is a ‘‘normalizing constant.’’ The
quotes here signify that the expression above and all these terms have only
heuristic significance. The ‘‘measure’’ +T is taken in quantum field theory to
be the Euclidean quantum field measure describing quantum gauge theory.
A measure +T corresponding to (2.9.1) has been constructed rigorously
on a space M o in [Se1, 2]. Let us summarize some of these results.
Assume that G is simply connected. Let T be a triangulation of 7
obtained by applying the projection q: D  7 to a triangulation of D
consisting of radial and ‘cross-radial’ segments. Let } be a closed loop in
this triangulation based at o. In [Se1] a function M o  G : | [ h(}; | ),
defined for +T-almost-every | , has been defined, corresponding to the
notion of holonomy for smooth connections around }. Let }1 , ..., }n be
closed loops in the triangulation, all based at o, and let f be a continuous
function on Gn. Denote by f the function on AT specified by f (x)=
f (x(}1), ..., x(}n )); then it has been shown in [Se1] that, when the group
G is simply connected,
|
M o
f d+T=
1
&T (AT ) |AT f
 d&T (2.9.2)
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where &T is the discrete YangMills measure of (2.5.1) (the case for non-
simply connected G, involving non-trivial bundles ?: P  7, is covered in
[Se2]).
In [Se4] a similar theory has been developed for a surface with bound-
ary consisting of components C1 , ..., Cn , and with holonomies around
the Ci fixed at ci # G ; the corresponding integration formula leads to the
discrete YangMills measure & (c1 , ..., cn )T discussed in Section 2.8 above.
Migdal’s paper [Mi] (specifically, Section 2 of [Mi], which is devoted
to 2-dimensional lattice gauge theory) is perhaps the first place where the
discrete YangMills measure appeared, at least implicitly. In [Mi], as in
much of the physics literature, the discussion is in terms of character
expansions over the gauge group, and the heat kernel does not appear
explicitly. The discrete YangMills measure is also an example of the idea
of a ‘‘stochastic cosurface’’ as developed by Albeverio et al. in [AHH, AIK,
Be]. Rigorous deduction of the discrete theory from the continuum gauge
theory was given by Gross et al. [GKS] and by Driver [Dr] for the case
of the plane. Fine [Fi] has provided a different approach to the continuum
theory and the integration formulas. A beautiful heuristic argument
explaining the relationship between the continuum theory and the discrete
theory is given by Singer [Si].
3. SEWING OF YANGMILLS MEASURES
Recall that the surface 7 is obtained by sewing together the surfaces 71
and 72 along their boundaries 7i . The boundary 71 will be taken with
an arbitrary fixed orientation, and 72 will then be equipped with the
opposite orientation. We work with a triangulation T of 7 which tri-
angulates 7i , and yields, by restriction, a triangulation Ti of 7i , for
i=1, 2. If 21 , 2 1 , ..., 2M , 2 M are all the oriented 2-simplices of T then we
write T+=[21 , ..., 2M ] (of course, there is some arbitrariness in the
orientations chosen for the 2j ); T+i will have the same meaning with
respect to Ti . Positive numbers (‘‘areas’’) |2j | are associated to each
2-simplex 2j of T. Recall also that T>0 is a fixed parameter.
The proof of the following result will involve many applications of: (a)
translation invariance of Haar measure on G, (b) the fact that we work
with the unit-mass Haar measure on G (so that G dx=1), and (c) Fubini’s
theorem. For the sake of readability, we shall not always spell out every
occurrence of these procedures.
3.1. Theorem. Assume that 7i is connected. Fix a basepoint o # 7i ;
71 and 72 , when considered as cycles, will be taken to start (and end ) at
o. Let f1 be a continuous function on AT1 which is invariant under the action
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of GoT1 , and f2 a continuous G
o
T2
-invariant function on AT2 ; denote by f the
function on AT specified by
f (x)=f1(x | T1 ) f2(x | T2), (3.1.1)
where x | Ti is the restriction of x to the 1-simplices of Ti . Then
|
AT
f d&T=|
G
dc _|AT1 (c) f1 d&
c
T |
AT2 (c&1 )
f2 d&c
&1
T & . (3.1.2)
Proof. From the integration formulas (2.5.1a, b) defining &T , we have
|
AT
f d&T=| J1( f1) J2( f2 ) d x, (3.1.3a)
where dx is the part of >e dxe which comes from 1-simplices lying on 7i ,
and the Ji ( fi ), for i=1, 2, are functions of the variables x(e) for e # 7i ,
specified by
Ji ( fi )=| fi (x | Ti ) ‘
2 # Ti
+
QT |2| (x(2)) d$ix (3.1.3b)
with d$ix being the part of >e dx(e) coming from 1-simplices e which lie on
7i but not on 7i .
Now consider any gv # G, one for each 0-simplex v in T2 , with gv being
the identity e for every v not on 72 and also for v=o (the basepoint on
7i ). Since f2 is GoT2-invariant, and since Qt is conjugation-invariant, the
value of J2( f2) remains invariant if, in the integrand, each x(e) is replaced
by gv2x(e) g
&1
v1
, where e=v1v2 (i.e. v1 is the initial vertex of e and v2 the
final vertex). For each x # AT2 , introduce x2 # AT2 by setting
x2(e)=gv2x(e) g
&1
v1
, for e=v1v2 . (3.1.4)
Then, upon using translation-invariance of Haar measure,
J2( f2)=| f2(x) ‘
2 # T2
+
QT |2| (x2(2)) d$2x2 (3.1.5)
with the integrand on the right depending on the gv with v lying on 72 ,
and, of course, on the x(e) with e running over 1-simplices of T2 lying on
72 .
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Since G dgv=1, we can integrate out the variables gv in (3.1.5) and
obtain
J2( f2 )=| f2(x2) ‘
2 # T2
+
QT |2| (x2(2)) d$2x2 ‘
v
dgv . (3.1.6)
As before, in the integrand on the right, each x(e), for e lying on 72 , is
fixed (recall our comment, preceding (3.1.3b), that the value J2( f2 ) depends
on these x(e)).
Let v0 , v1 , ..., vL be the consecutive vertices of T lying on 7i , and let ek
be the edge running from vk&1 to vk ; the subscripts are indexed such that
eL } } } e1 traces out 71 .
We shall now replace integration over the variables gv in (3.1.6) by
integration over the variables x2(ek), one for each ek on 72 , as specified
by (3.1.4). However, there is one more ‘‘edge-variable’’ x2(ej) than the
vertex-variables gv on 7i ; this is compensated for by the following
constraint on the x2(ek)’s:
x2(eL) } } } x2(e1 )=x(eL) } } } x(e1). (3.1.7a)
Writing
c =def x(eL) } } } x(e1)=x(71 ) (3.1.7b)
we then have, upon replacing the variables gvj with the variables x2(ej ),
J2( f2 )=| f2(x2 ) ‘
2 # T2
+
QT |2| (x2(2))
} $(x2(eL) } } } x2(e1 ) c&1) d$2 x2 dx2(e1) } } } dx2(eL) (3.1.8a)
where the presence of $( } ) means that any one of the variables x2(ei )
should be dropped from the integration, being replaced in the integrand by
that value which makes the product x2(eL) } } } x2(e1 )c&1 equal to the
identity e.
Note that in the integrand in (3.1.8a) the only place where the variables
x(e1 ), ..., x(eL ) appear is in c, which is defined in (3.1.7b).
Thus J2( f2 ) depends on [x(e1 ), ..., x(eL)] only through the product c
given in (3.1.7b).
Turning now to J1( f1 ), we have, analogously,
J1( f1 )=| f1(x1 ) ‘
2 # T1
+
QT |2| (x1(2))
} $(x1(eL) } } } x1(e1 ) c&1) d$1x1 dx1(e1 ) } } } dx1(eL). (3.1.8b)
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Again, this depends on [x(e1 ), ..., x(eL)] only through the product
c=x(eL ) } } } x(e1 ).
Returning to the expression for J( f ) given in (3.1.3a), we have then
J( f )=| J1( f1 ) J2( f2) dx(e1 ) } } } dx(eL)
=|
G
J1( f1) J2( f2 ) dc, (3.1.9)
where, in the second line, each of Ji ( fi ) is taken as a function of c. The
second equality above may be seen by replacing, for instance, the variable
x(e1 ) by c(x(e2 ) } } } x(eL))&1 and using G dx(ek)=1 for k=2, ..., L.
Equation (3.1.9), together with the expressions for Ji ( fi ) given in
(3.1.8a, b), imply the desired integration formula (3.1.2). K
3.2. Surfaces with More than One Boundary Component. We turn now
to the case where 7i has more than one component; in this case, the
discrete YangMills measure for general simplicial complexes described in
Section 2.8 is involved.
Let 71 and 72 be compact surfaces with boundary, and let 7 be the
surface obtained by sewing 71 and 72 along n boundary components:
component j71 sewed with the orientation-reverse of a boundary compo-
nent j72 , for j=1, ..., n. Let Ti be a triangulation of 7i , for i=1, 2, such
that T1 and T2 agree on the j7i ; thus T1 and T2 together form a
triangulation T of 7. Let oj be a vertex of T on j 7i , for j=1, ..., n. As
usual, to each 2-simplex 2 of T associate a positive number |2|.
If c=(c1 , ..., cn) # Gn, then, taking Cj= j7i ( j=1, ..., n) in the descrip-
tion of Section 2.8, there is a measure &cT on ATi (c). With this notation, we
have the following generalization of Theorem 3.1:
3.2.1. Theorem. Let f1 and f2 be continuous functions on AT1 and on
AT2 , respectively; denote by f the function on AT given by
f (x)=f1(x | T1 ) f2(x | T2). (3.2.1)
Then
|
AT
f d&T=|
Gn
dc1 } } } dcn _|AT1 (c) f1 d&
c
T&_|AT
2
(c&1 )
f2 d&c
&1
T & , (3.2.2)
where c=(c1 , ..., cn) and c&1=(c&11 , ..., c
&1
n ).
The proof of this result is a straightforward modification of the proof of
Theorem 3.1, and so we omit the argument.
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4. THE SEWING FORMULA FOR VOLUMES OF
MODULI SPACES
In this section we shall work with G=SU(2); its Lie algebra will be
denoted g

, as before. In this case, the bundle ?: P  7 is equivalent to the
product bundle 7_G  7 : (x, g) [ x. Much of the framework will be
developed in a way applicable to general compact groups. We shall also
assume that
(i) the surface 7 is orientable and is equipped with a fixed
orientation,
(ii) the surface 7i , for i=1, 2, has genus gi1,
(iii) each 7i is connected, and
(iv) 7 is obtained by sewing 71 and 72 together along their
boundaries 7i .
A fixed basepoint o # 7, lying on each 7i , will be used.
Note. In Sections 4.1 to 4.3 below, we shall summarize the basic
notions and results concerning the moduli space of flat connections over
surfaces which are relevant to our needs. The reader familiar with this
material can proceed to Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, after skimming over
the notation specified in (4.1.3a), the definition of 0 3c given immediately
before (4.2.2a), and the limiting results given in the boxed formulas (4.3.2)
and (4.3.3a). The reader might also proceed directly to Theorem 4.4 and its
corollary, bearing in mind simply the limiting results (4.3.2) and (4.3.3a)
understood within the following framework: (a) to the surface 7 is
associated a ‘‘moduli space’’ M, equipped with a ‘‘symplectic volume
measure’’ dvol0 (or, simply, dvol); (b) to each element [|] # M and any
piecewise smooth loop } on 7, based at o, is associated an element of G
denoted h(}; |) (called the ‘‘holonomy’’ of | around }); (c) if c # SU(2) is
not the identity, and 3c denotes the conjugacy class [xcx&1 : x # G], there
is a ‘‘moduli space’’ M(3c) associated to each of the surfaces 7i , and a
‘‘symplectic volume measure’’ dvol0 3c (or simply dvol) on M(3c); (d) to
each element [|] # M(3c) and any piecewise smooth loop } on 7i , based
at o, is associated an element of G denoted h(}; |).
4.1. The Moduli Spaces M and Mi (c) of Flat Connections. Let A be the
set of all SU(2) connections over 7; we may take A to be the set of all
g

-valued smooth 1-forms on 7. The set G of gauge transformations may
then be taken to be the set of all smooth maps 7  G ; this is a group under
pointwise multiplication. This group acts on A by means of the map
G_A  A: (#, |) [ |# =def Ad(#&1)|+#&1 d#.
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This action preserves the set Aflat of flat connections; recall that a connec-
tion | is flat if d|(X, Y )+[|(X), |(Y)]=0 for every X, Y # Tx7 and
every x # 7. We will be concerned with the quotients
M =def AflatG and Mo =
def
Aflat Go , (4.1.1a)
where Go here is the subgroup of G consisting of elements , which take the
value e (identity in G ) at a chosen basepoint o. The identity map | [ |
on Aflat induces naturally a map of quotients:
Mo  M. (4.1.1b)
As we shall now explain, the space M can be viewed as a quotient of Mo
under an action of G on Mo . The group G acts on Mo as follows: for g # G
choose any , # G with ,(o)=g; then | [ ,*| induces a map on the
quotient Mo  Mo which depends only on g and not on the choice of ,.
Under this action, the map in (4.1.1b) induces a bijection
MoG&M. (4.1.1c)
We shall denote by M0 the subset of M corresponding to those points in
Mo where the action of G has isotropy group equal to Z(G ), the center
of G.
When M0 is nonempty, we will refer to it as the generic stratum of M
(4.1.1d)
It has been shown in [KS1] that M0 is non-empty when the genus of 7
is at least 2.
Recall that the holonomy h(}; |) of a loop }: [0, 1]  7, based at o,
is obtained from the differential equation h$(t) h(t)&1=&|(}$(t)), with
h(0)=e, by setting h(}; |)=h(1) . It is readily verifiable that if # # G then
h(}; |#)=#(o)&1 h(}; |) #(o). (4.1.1e)
For i=1, 2, let
Ai be the set of all SU(2) connections over 7i (4.1.2a)
and, for c # G,
Ai (c) the set of all connections | over 7i such that h(7i ; |)=c.
(4.1.2b)
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Here, and always, the loop 7i is taken to start and finish at a fixed
basepoint o on 7i . Let 3c be the conjugacy class of c in G :
3c =
def [xcx&1 : x # G]. (4.1.2c)
Let
Ai (3c) be the set of all | # Ai for which h(7i ; |) # 3c . (4.1.b)
We will work mainly with the space
A flati (c) of flat connections in Ai (c) (4.1.2d)
and the space
A flati (3c) of flat connections in Ai (3c). (4.1.2e)
As mentioned before, we use a fixed basepoint o # 7i .
We will be concerned with the moduli spaces
Mi(c) =
def
A flati (c)Go , Mi(3c)o=A
flat
i (3c)Go , and
(4.1.3a)
Mi(3c) =
def
A flati (3c)G.
The identity map on A flati (3c) induces naturally a map Mi (3c)o  Mi (3c).
In fact, Mi (3c) is a quotient Mi (3c)oG for an appropriate G-action on
Mi (3c)o , which we shall now describe. The group G acts on Mi (3c)o in the
following way. For g # G choose any , # G with ,(o)=g; then | [ ,*|
induces a map on the quotient Mi (3c)o  Mi (3c)o which depends only on
g and not on the choice of ,. This yields an action of G on Mi (3c)o . It is
readily verifiable that the map Mi (3c)o  Mi (3c) mentioned above factors
to a bijection:
Mi (3c)oG w
&
Mi (3c). (4.1.3b)
In a similar way, the ‘‘isotropy group’’ Gc =
def [x # G : xcx&1=c] acts on
Mi (c)o , and the corresponding quotient may be identified again with
Mi (3c):
Mi (c)Gc&Mi (3c). (4.1.3c)
We shall denote by Mi (3c)0 the subset of Mi (3c) corresponding to the
set of points in Mi (3c)o where the isotropy group of the action of G is the
center Z(G ) of G.
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Recall that g denotes the genus of 7, and gi the genus of 7i . In a
standard way, there are (smooth) loops
A11 , B11 , ..., A1g1 , B1g1 , A21 , B21 , ..., A2g2 , B2g2
on 7, all based at o, which generate the fundamental group ?1(7, o) (there
exists a certain relation amongst the homotopy classes of these generating
loops). These loops may be chosen in a way that the 2g1 loops A1 j , B1 j
generate ?1(71 , o), and the same holds for the 2g2 loops A2 j , B2 j with
respect to 72 (the boundary loop 7i is homotopic to a certain composi-
tion of either of these generating sets). Associating to each connection | its
holonomy around these generators of the fundamental groups ?1(7, o) and
?1(7i , o), respectively, leads to the identification of Mo and Mi (c) with
certain subsets of G 2g and G2gi (where g and gi are the genera of 7 and 7i ,
respectively), and the corresponding G actions with the component-wise
conjugation action of G on G2g and G2gi . Using these observations, it may
be seen that M0 and Mi (3c)0 have smooth manifold structures.
4.2. Symplectic Structures on the Moduli Spaces of Flat Connections.
There is a 2-form 0 defined (by Atiyah and Bott [AB]) on A as follows.
In order to specify 0 it is necessary to write down a formula for 0|(A, B)
for every | # A, and every A, B # T| A (note: 0| should not be confused
with the curvature 0| of |). The space A of connections over 7 being the
linear space of g

-valued smooth 1-forms on 7, the tangent space to A at
any point is A itself; thus A, B # T| A are g

-valued 1-forms on 7. Define
the (real-valued) 2-form (A 7B) on 7 by setting
(A 7 B)(X, Y )=(A(X), B(Y)) g

&(A(Y ), B(X )) g

, (4.2.1a)
where X and Y are tangent vectors to 7 at any point on 7.
Then 0 is specified by
0|(A, B)=|
7
(A 7 B). (4.2.1b)
(Recall that 7 is equipped with a fixed orientation.) Since the right side of
(4.2.1b) is independent of |, 0 is a constant 2-form on A. In fact 0 is
symplectic. Furthermore, its restriction to Aflat quotients through to
Aflat G and induces a symplectic form 0 on the smooth moduli space M0
(a detailed account may be found in, for instance, [KS1]).
Now consider the surface 7i , and recall that 7i is oriented and assumed
to have connected boundary 7i . It has been shown in [KS2, 3] that the
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2-form 0 when restricted to A flati (c) passes through the quotient Mi (c)&
A flati (c)Go and down to the quotient M(c)Gc&Mi (3c)G, and induces a
2-form 0 3c on the moduli space Mi (3c)
0. (It may be noted that 0 3c is not
obtained by ‘‘quotienting’’ the restriction of 0 to A flati (3c).) It has been
proven in [Se4: Corollary 7.9] that there is a dense open subset of G such
that for every c in this subset:
0 3c is actually a symplectic structure on Mi (3c)
0 (4.2.2a)
and
Mi (3c)0=M(3c). (4.2.2b)
We shall work only with such c. With G=SU(2), the statements (4.2.2a, b)
are valid for every c # SU(2)"[I, &I] (this is proven in [Se4: Theorem 9.1]).
If % is a symplectic form on a manifold N then, as is well known, N must
be even dimensional; one has, corresponding to %, a form of highest degree
on N,
vol%=
1
d!
% 7 } } } 7 %
d
, (4.2.3)
where d= 12 dim N. This is the volume form corresponding to %, and the
corresponding measure on N is the symplectic volume measure on N.
When % is known in a certain context, we shall write integrals N h vol% as
N h dvol.
4.3. Limiting Results for Quantum YangMills. Let T be a triangula-
tion of 7, consisting of piecewise smooth curve segments as edges, and o
a vertex to be taken as basepoint. Let }1 , ..., }m be loops made of edges of
T, all based at o. Let f be a continuous function on Gm ; corresponding to
this f, there is a function f on AT specified by
f (x) =def f (x(}1 ), ..., x(}m)) (4.3.1)
Assume, moreover, that f is invariant under the conjugation action of G on
Gm. Then, by the property (4.1.1e) of holonomies, f (h(}1 ; |), ..., h(}m ; |))
is invariant if the connection | # A is replaced by ,*| for any , # G. Thus
| [ f (h(}1 ; |), ..., h(}m ; |)) induces a function on the quotient M=AG,
and, by restriction, on M0.
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In this setting, the following limiting formula holds,
lim
T  0 |AT f
 d&T=
1
vol(G )2g&2 } *Z(G) |M0 f (h(}1; |), ..., h(}m ; |))
_dvol0 ([|]), (4.3.2)
where [|] # M0 denotes the point in AG corresponding to | # A, and
*Z(G)=2 (since the center of SU(2) is [\I]).
The limiting formula (4.3.2) was discovered for f=1 by Witten [Wi]; it
has been shown by Forman [Fo] that Witten’s formulas (for general com-
pact connected Lie groups G) imply (4.3.2). The case G=SU(2), which is
what we are concerned with here, is proven in detail in [Se3] (specifically,
Theorem 5.2, Theorem 7.7 and Lemma 5.5(iv) in [Se3]; the argument in
[Se3] is staged for triangulations obtained from triangulations of a cover-
ing polygon for 7; however, since, according to the ‘‘Hauptvermutung of
topology’’ [Br: Theorem 4.6], any two triangulations of 7 have isomorphic
subdivisions, and since &T is invariant under subdivision and isomorphism,
the result is applicable to general T as above).
Turning to the case of the surface 7i with one-component boundary,
with notation analogous to that used above, the corresponding result (equations
(8.3.1) and (8.3.13) in [Se4]) is (valid for all c # SU(2)"[I, &I]):
lim
T  0 |ATi (c)
f d&cT=
1
N(gi , c) |M(3c ) f (h(}1 ; |), ..., h(}m ; |)) dvol0 3c ([|]),(4.3.3a)
where
N(gi , c)=4?(2?2)2gi&2 sin %c _ V2?2&
2gi&(43)
, (4.3.3b)
V=vol(SU(2)) is the volume of SU(2) relative to the metric
( } , } ) g

on its Lie algebra, (4.3.3c)
and
%c # [0, ?] satisfies cos %c= 12 Tr c. (4.3.3d)
4.4. Theorem. Let c11 , ..., c1k1 and c21 , ..., c2k2 be piecewise smooth loops
on 71 and on 72 , respectively, all based at a point o # 71 & 72 , these
curves being composed of oriented 1-simplices of a triangulation of 7 with
respect to which 7i is also composed of 1-simplices. Then for any continuous
G-invariant functions f1 on Gk1 and f2 on Gk2 ,
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|
M0
f1 (h(c11 ; |), ..., h(c1k1 ; |)) f2 (h(c21 ; |), ..., h(c2k2 ; |)) dvol([|])
=
?2
2 _
vol(SU(2))
2?2 &
23
|
G
dc
1
sin2 %c
__|M1(%c )0 f1(h(c11 ; |1 ), ..., h(c1k1 ; |1 )) dvol([|1])&
} _|M2 (3c&1 )0 f2(h(c21 ; |2), ..., h(c2k2 ; |2 )) dvol([|2])& , (4.4.1)
where 3x denotes the conjugacy class of x # G, %c is as in (4.3.3c), and dvol
denotes symplectic volume measure.
Proof. Recall the sewing formula (3.1.2):
|
AT
f d&T=|
G
dc _|AT1 (c) f1 d&
c
T |
AT2 (c&1 )
f2 d&c
&1
T & . (4.4.2)
Letting T  0 and commuting the limit limT  0 with the integration
G dc } } } (justified below), and using the limiting formulas (4.3.2) and
(4.3.3a), we have, with an obvious contraction of notation,
1
2V 2g&2 |M0 f ( } } } ) dvol=|G
1
N(g1 , c) N(g2 , c&1)
_|
M(3c )
} } } dvol |
M(3c&1 )
} } } dvol= dc, (4.4.3)
where V is the volume of SU(2) with respect to the fixed metric ( } , } ) g

on
its Lie algebra, and N(gi , c) are as in (4.3.3b). Using the values for N(g i , c)
provided by (4.3.3b), and the fact that %c=%c&1 , simple algebra shows that
(4.4.3) implies the formula (4.4.1).
The commutation of the limit and the integral, used to pass from (4.4.2)
to (4.4.3), may be justified by means of dominated convergence, as follows.
Since f1 and f2 are bounded, it suffices to show that &cT (AT1 ) &
c&1
T (AT2 ) is
bounded by a number independent of c and T. The inequality (2.7.3b)
provides just such a bound in case g1 , g22. If g1 or g2 equals 1 then the
application of dominated convergence is valid because of (2.7.3c) (and its
L1-consequence). K
Specializing to the case f1=1, f2=1 yields a decomposition formula for
the total symplectic volumes:
4.5. Corollary. Consider the closed oriented surface 7 of genus g2,
obtained by sewing together surfaces 71 and 72 along their boundary 7i
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which is assumed to have one component. Let M0 be the generic stratum of
the moduli space of flat SU(2) connections over 7, and let Mi (3c) be the
moduli space of flat connections over 7i which have holonomy around 7i
lying in a conjugacy class 3 in G. Then
vol(M0)=
?2
2 _
vol(SU(2))
2?2 &
23
|
G
dc
1
sin2 %c
_vol(M1(3c)) vol(M2(3c&1 )), (4.5.1)
where vol on the left and in the integrand on the right is symplectic volume,
and vol(SU(2)) is the volume of SU(2) with respect to the chosen metric
( } , } )g

on the Lie algebra of SU(2).
Proof I. This is simply (4.4.1) with f1 and f2 set to 1. K
Proof II. Equation (4.5.1) may also be verified independently, by
substituting in the formulas for vol(M0) and vol(Mi (3c)) which have been
obtained elsewhere.
As before, let g(2) be the genus of 7, and gi (1) the genus of 7i . For
M0, the symplectic volume is (see (4.72) in [Wi] or (5.2b) in [Se3])
vol(M0)=2[vol(SU(2))]2g&2 :

n=1
1
n2g&2
(4.5.2a)
(where, on the right, vol refers to the volume of SU(2) relative to the
metric ( } , } ) g

on its Lie algebra). For c  [I, &I], the symplectic volume
of M1(3c) has been calculated in [Se4: Eq. (9.1.1)] (this value coincides
with that computed by Witten [Wi: Eq. (4.116)] for punctured surfaces):
vol(Mi (3c))={
2?(?&%c) _vol(SU(2))2?2 &
23
if gi=1
4? sin %c _vol(SU(2))2?2 &
23
vol(SU(2))2gi&2 :

n=1
/n(c)
n2gi&1
if gi2. (4.5.2b)
Assume first that each gi2. Substituting in the volumes of Mi (3c), as
given by (4.5.2b) in the right side of (4.5.1) yields, after algebraic simplifica-
tion (using, in particular, g1+g2=g, and %c&1=%c),
right side of (4.5.1)=2[vol(SU(2))]2g&2 |
G \ :

n=1
/n(c)
n2g1&1+\ :

m=1
/m(c&1)
m2g2&1 + dc.
(4.5.3)
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Since each gi2 and |/n( } )|n, the series in the integrand on the right
are absolutely convergent. Using the Schur orthogonality relation G /n(c)
/m(c&1) dc=$nm (here $nm equals 0 if n{m, and equals 1 if n=m), it
follows that the right side of (4.5.3) is indeed equal to the expression for
vol(M0) given in (4.5.2a), thus proving (4.5.1) in case g1 , g22.
Now suppose g1>1 and g2=1. To compute the right side of (4.5.1),
we need to use the following method of computing integrals over SU(2)
(explained in, for instance, Sections 1.5.20.6 and 2.5.2 of [BrtD]): if H is
any bounded measurable function on SU(2) which satisfies H( gxg&1)=
H(x) for every x, g # SU(2), then
|
SU (2)
H(c) dc=
2
? |
?
0
H(k%) sin2 % d%, (4.5.4)
where k% # SU(2) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal given by (ei%, e&i%).
Recall our notation that %c # [0, ?] is specified by cos %c= 12 Tr(c) for
every c # SU(2). It is readily verified that if c=k% , where % # [0, ?], then
%c=%.
Using the volume formulas given in (4.5.2b), the explicit formula for /n
given in (2.7.2b) and the integration formula (4.5.4), we have (writing V for
vol(SU(2)), and noting that g=g1+1)
right side of (4.5.1)=
?2
2 _
V
2?2&
23
|
G
dc
sin2 %c
4? sin %c _ :

n=1
sin n%c
n2g1&1 sin %c&
__ V2?2&
23
V 2g1&2 } 2?(?&%c) _ V2?2&
23
=(4.5.4) V 2g&2
2
? |
?
0
:

n=1
(?&%) sin n%c
n2g1&1
d%c
=2 vol(SU(2))2g&2 :

n=1
1
n2g&2
using |
?
0
(?&x) sin nx dx=
?
n
, (4.5.5)
thus proving (4.5.1) in the case g1>1 and g2=1. The last equality in
(4.5.5) used dominated convergence to commute ?0 with 

n=1, this being
applicable because g1>1.
Finally, taking g1=g2=1, we use the first volume formula from (4.5.2b),
and obtain
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right side of (4.5.1)=
?2
2 _
V
2?2&
23
|
G
dc
1
sin2 %c
4?2(?&%c)2 _ V2?2&
43
=
1
2
V2
2
? |
?
0
(?&%)2
sin2 %
sin2 % d%
=
?2
3
[vol(SU(2))]2, (4.5.6a)
while
left side of ( 4.5.1) =(4.5.2a) 2[vol(SU(2))]2 :

n=1
1
n2
=2[vol(SU(2))]2
?2
6
, (4.5.6b)
agreeing with (4.5.6a), thus completing the second proof of the decomposi-
tion formula (4.5.1). K
4.6. Remarks. (i) Other surfaces. Surely, a result analogous to
Theorem 4.4 holds when each 7i has more than one component. A sym-
plectic structure for the relevant moduli spaces of flat connections has been
constructed by Biswas and Guruprasad [BG] using group-cohomological
techniques. However, a more analytic approach, including the limiting
results of the type described in Section 4.3, is not yet available for surfaces
with more than one boundary component.
(ii) Other groups. As mentioned before, Witten [Wi] and Forman
[Fo] involve the setting of general compact Lie groups. We have confined
our attention in this section to SU(2) connections because detailed infor-
mation on the structure of the moduli space of flat connections, concern-
ing, for instance, the generic stratum M0, does not appear to be available
yet for general compact groups.
(iii) Other decompositions. Decomposition of surfaces into ‘‘pants’’
has been used to compute symplectic volumes for moduli spaces of flat
connections in [Wi], and by Jeffrey and Weitsman [JW]. Surface decom-
positions in this context also figure implicitly in [Se3]. Certain ‘‘Meyer
Vietoris’’-type determinant identities proven in [Se3] might provide an
alternative direct proof of Theorem 4.4.
(iv) Other bundles. The bundles over the surfaces 7i may be sewn in
a way that produces a non-trivial bundle 7. We expect that results analogous
to the ones developed in this paper hold for this situation, although a passage
to the universal cover of the structure group G would likely be involved.
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